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r 1935 has been a stirring
s. A New York teacher
too fat to teach;
iudged
jachnsetts teacher has given
to hold her job, and,
.,!•*. another is in trouble
saluting the flag. In Illinois
-•merintendent
says
all
should be pretty teachers.
Kite over loyalty oaths has

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1935

Their noonday- never knows
What names immortal are:
•Tis night alone which shows
How star surpasseth star.
Anon.

PRICE, 10 CENTS

College Gives Bates College Authorities
Shaw's "Candida" Will
Coach Morey
Be Presented This
Unanimously In Favor Of
Life Contract
Thursday, Friday President Gray Makes
Participation In Olympics
William Earles Has Leading Role For
First Big Production Of Season
Priscilla Jones Acts As Candida

Announcement At
Team Banquet

Lecture Bureau President Gray, Coach Thompson,
Lists Variety Coach Morey, Tony Kishon Express
Their Reasons For View
Of Subjects

The banquet held for the football
squad just before the Thanksgiving
recess was more than a mere banquet
for the players, in fact it was more
than a mere banquet for the entire
student body: it was the occasion of
President Gray's announcement that
Coach Dave Morey was now considered a member of the Bates faculty
and. as such, the recipient of a "perpetually renewed contract."
,; s in all passed teachers'
Coach Morey came to Bates in 1929
ion this year. According to
after the football team had suffered
.liane by the American Civil
seven straight disastrous seasons. Not
The Bates College Student Speakers
»•
i,,n. loyalty bills were inonly through his remarkably efficient Bureau is the latest development in
By John Kenny .
,.,,, i„ sixteen States, were decoaching but through his great QualiThe 4-A Flayers will entertain 'Hates audiences once again when ties as a loader and a friend, which re- the extension activities of the Bates
v„n and vetoed by GovCollege Department of Public Speak. =, two. The States in which they stage George Bernard Shaw's "Candida" in the Little Theatre sulted in the whole-hearted confidence ing. Previously groups of students
laws
passed
were
Arizona, Thursday and Friday. December 12 and 13, at eight o'clock on each of the football men and the students, from the varsity debating squad have
The authorities at Bates unanimously agreed with the decision of
Massachusetts,
Michigan,
did he make football history at Bates. gone out to various Maine and New
of these evenings. "Candida" is this year's Varsity Flay.
the
A.
A. U. in regard to the Olympic Games to he held in Berlin in
;
and
The story of his state championship Hampshire schools and clubs to con''."
Ira
«»
Vermont. SimA truly "Varsity" cast has been se^
„ Delaware and Maryteam thai year and the following, and duct discussions of problems of the 1936. President Gray, Coach Morey. Coach Thompson, atulTony
lected for the performance. William
the consequent finely drilled teams day. This new plan lists a group of Kishon have all issued statements exclusive to the "Student". The
,„,i «
killed by veto. In ConnectiEarles '37, who has recently been made
that turned in excellent records in students who are prepared to give statements follow:
£$ori«ta (a sworn oath bill). Illi;
a
member
of
4-A
because
of
his
splen: Kansas.
'■-—sas. Pennsylvania, and
i
stale- competition and in other games individual speeches suitable to difdid
performance
as
Colonel
William
Coach Morey's Statement
against other opponents Bates' own ferent types of organizations.
above and thereby demonstrate our
tlie measures never got
Strickland in "Allison's Lad," takes
"I am heartily in favor of American ideals of lair play and tolerance. It is
size, is well known. The scoreless tie
The
bureau
is
being
conducted
by
pas, ,!,, Legislatures^
the part of Rev. James Morell. Earles
participation
in
the
Berlin
Olympic
with Vale, the hard-fought victories David Whitehouse '36. of Auburn.
possible that under the right leaderwas praised highly by both Professor
eked out by Harvard and Dartmouth, Main.-. He is a member of tbe varsity games. Though I do not feel qualified ship we might even give them some
Many ! ducator*
Berkelman, who served as the college
are now matters of Hates athletic- debating team and manager of various to speak at length on the matter, from lessons in sportsmanship. Therefore,
Proles' Olympics
critic, and the "Lewiston Sun's" drahistory.
college activities including the football the, evidence I have seen, there seems believing that fair play begins at
Forty-one college, presidents ap- matic critic. It is a coincidence that
However, the college has always team and the college annual. He will to be sufficient arguments for Ameri- home and thai example is far more
-tale!- last week to the Amateur Ath- the two students who had the leads
been prone, in commending Coach receive requests from various organ- can entry."
convincing than oratory. 1 suggest that
letic Union of the United States and in last year's Varsity Play, Pricilla
(Signed i Coach Morey.
Morey, to look beyond his fine record izations for speakers and endeavor to
we see what can he done as emissaries
•he American Olympic Committee to Jones '38, and George Doyle '38. also
and find its chief approval of him in meet their needs from the group of
of the Olympic Code.
President Cray's Statement
rem?,n aloof from the 1936 Olympic have the leads in "Candida." Pricilla
his qualifications of a gentleman, a students who have already begun pre(Signed) Ray Thompson.
Games, to be held in Germany.
Jones did an excellent job as Isobel
After a careful study of the docuteacher, and a builder of men. The paring speeches under the direction of
The educators argued that the "in- Rlavds in "The Truth About Blayds."
profi seorship now serves as a formal Professor Grosvenor Robinson, head ments pro and con. 1 have come to the
Kishon's Statement
eoui-.es and discrimination practiced the 1934 Varsity Play, and this year
recognition by the college of Coach of the department of public speaking, conclusion that the American OlymIn accepting the Invitation for the
aaainst Jews, Catholics. Protestants. takes the part of Candida Morell.
Morey's worth, and President Gray, in and Professor Brooks Quimby. director pics Committee is upon sure ground in
Glowing
candlelight,
gaily
trimmed
labor Masons, and all independents Doyle acted admirably as A. L. Royce
its determination to send an American l!i:',ti Cames in Germany the Olympic
calling him a great educational asset
are neroetuated in the field of sports in "the same play, and now takes the trees, and wreaths will convey the lo the college, has had his words re- Of tbe bureau.
A list of prospective titles an- team to Berlin next summer. So far Committee will only consider sport
and in the Olympic Games. We believe part of Eugene Marehbanks, a young Christmas spirit of the annual Lambda BChoed in student sentiment ever since
nounced by Mr. Whitehouse includes as participation in the Olympics is and its requirement, not policies of
Alpha Tea Dance dated for Friday.
that these games are being used by poet.
the announcement.
such interesting topics as "The Ethi- concerned. 1 see no reason to believe governments.
December
14.
1935.
Already
the
atNaz' Germany as an instrument for
Louise Geer as Proserpine
Berlin was chosen as a site of the
opian Woodpile." "What Makes Your that racial or religious discrimination
tractive
green
programs
are
being
seen
—
o
the propagation of .her ideals which
Louise Geer '36, director of the re- around campus, and many a Bates Ed
Child Act that Way." "How to Pay will prevent the competition of any Games long before Hitler became in
represent the destruction^ democrat.c cently produced "Gloria Mundi," and
qualified
candidate.
power, and Intel-national Committees
Oo-ed are looking forward to dancYour Doctor's Bills." "The Townsend
veteran of many 4-A presentations, and
and progressive society."
The sending of a team to Berlin does noi Germans will manage these Games.
Plan.'' "First Down" by an All-Maine
ing to the ever popular rhythm of the
promises to give a performance of the
s will he a success
halfback, and "How Japan Gets That not imply approval of what the Ger- Also these ('•:
Bobcats from 4:00 to 6:15 P. M.
same high level as the one she gave as
Transatlantic
man government has done to Jews. whether United Slates enters or not.
Way'' by a Japanese sludent.
Tea will be poured by Dean Hazel
The
Neighbor
in
"The
Lovely
Miracle"
Catholics
and
Protestants.
So
far
as
Air Service
The Bates debaters are also prepared
Sources of propaganda come from inVeil her of the great dreams of avi-|wr,en she plays Proserpine Garnett in M. Clark and Miss Mabel Eaton. Mrs.
to debute tin- proposal of "Free Medi- affecting Oerman internal policy is dividuals and groups who are trying
moved toward realization last |»Candida" Thursday and Friday eve- Clifton Daggett Gray and Mr. and Mrs.
concerned,
the
refusal
to
send
a
team
to involve amateur sports and foreign
cal Care."
Hairy Rowe are to be welcome guests.
,v,-,.;< when British. Canadian and Irish nings.
The object of the bureau is not only to Berlin from America would be about all airs. This group knows little or
Mr. and Mrs. Anders Myhrman and Dr.
A newcomer to dramatics at
^,.,o authorities in civil aviaas
footless
an
action
as
could
be
Imto afford entertainment and instrucnothing about sports and had less
and Mrs. Peter Bertocci will be chapBates. Edward Harvey '37, acts as
net at Washington with the
tion to audiences, but to give the stu- agined. Were the Olympics to be held interest in these; Games until now
erones.
Mr. Burgess, Candida's father.
body bearing the long title.
dents enrolled in advanced public in the United States, it would not when they arc- used as a weapon to
Members of the committee, who are
Burgess carries the weight of the
The Interdepartmental Committee of
speaking courses and opportunity to uilo a Sherlock Holmes to guess the reach their own ends, and those assomaking this the most unusual and anhumor in the drama on his shoulthe United States on Civil Internaappear before real audiences. For thai effect upon public opinion in this coun- clated with athlete protest probably
ticipated
of
dances,
are.
Edith
Jordan
ders.
tional Aviation Questions, to consider
reason, the speakers ask no fees ex- try, if the British, for example, de- iiccanse they have been pressed by
'36.
chairman.
Adele
Testa
'37.
Frances
John Smith '3S, plays his second
Under the leadership of Owen Dod- cept their expenses.
clined to send a team because of the these groups.
. ..„■....„? of transatlantic air servJacubois
'38,
and
Ruth
Allen
'39.
role
in
4-A
circles
as
Mr.
Lexy
American treatment of the Negro. Unson '3(> the first issue of The t,'<n«< '
ice. Whatever these discussions lead
Numerous Requests Already
(Signed) Tony Kishon '37.
Mill,
a
pious
young
curate.
Many
will come out on Thursday. December
Already the plan hat met with ap- speakably brutal as has been the treatI,I in particular, it seems certain that
o
enjoyed
his
performance
as
Mr.
the twelfth. Continuing the policy in- proval. News of the project leaked out ment of the Jews in Germany since
coming year will see experimental
Llovd in "Gloria Mundi."
augurated last year. The Garnet will before the official announcement, and 19:1.1. they have not yet been fried and
Sights with mail across the northern
Dodson
Director
lie set up in large size, though the requests for a debate before the New roasted in public as happens to the
oc.-aii. Passenger travel is held equally
The direction of the drama is in the
cover will be in scarlet and black. In Hampshire State Federation of Wom- Negro every now and then in certain
iin to follow in a relatively short
hands of the very competent and
content, emphasis was placed on crea- en's Clubs and a discussion of Ethi- parts of the United States.
lime.
capable Owen Dodson '36, who coached
* « *
tive ability and literary promise.
opian troubles before the School(Signed)
"Allison's Lad." Of Dodson's work
Peace Essay by Hutchinson
masters at Rumford have been filled.
Pres. Clifton D. Gray.
Most Photographed
with "Allison's Lad," Professor BerkelMr.
Whitehouse
may
not
find
a
deThe
staff
wishes
to
thank
all
conCity ln World
man wrote in the last "Student,
Coach
Thompson's
Statement
mand
so
far
afield
for
his
present
trihufors and will return all manuThe most photographed city in the "Much of the credit for the decisive
scripts with criticisms. Outstanding charges as he did for his football team,
If the reports of the alleged persew .rid is one of the most difficult ana success of 'Allison's Lad' . . . belongs
contributions of this issue will be but the season promises to be a longer cution of the Jewish people in Ger-rous to picture. A close-up or a to its director. Owen Dodson." Director
found in the sonnets and lyrics of Kay one.
many can be accepted as true, they
tall building, for instance, is »»£*> Dodson and the cast have been workStudents interested should see Mr. certainly merit all the protests which
Richardson '37 and Priscilla Heath '36;
the structure appear to be tilting ing assiduously—a rehearsal each day
a one-ac play by Owen Dodson '36: Quimby. Any members of classes in have been made by the various sym,,v,.(arious angle, while flying too of the week, ever since the cast was
groups and
organization.
short •• n-ies by Frances Isaacson '37 P. S. 201 and 202 may receive credit pathetic
low over the fascinating views the chosen November 15th. The dress reand .. in Clardi '3S; and an essay for speeches given under auspices of Furthermore assurance should be had
citv offers involves considerable haz- hearsal will be held this evening.
with its accent on world peace by the bureau. No women have yet sub- that our athletes will be accorded the
,„,1 violates Federal regulation.
The plot centers around a clergyman,
mitted topics, but may.
treatment they have the right to exhe purpose of photographing sky- who is interested in socialism, and a
The thrills and dangers of Hima- Leslie Hutchinson '36.
pect when and if our teams are the
scrapers and special views of New young poet who falls in love with the layan mountain climbing were delightguests of Germany next summer.
York. Fairchild Aerial Camera Cor- clergyman's wife, Candida. The au- fully told by the German-Swiss Frau.
We have an Olympic Committee
pomtion has built for Fairchild Aerial dience will watch Marehbanks, the Dyhrenfurth Monday evening in the
which has investigated the situation
Conservative Bates, overflowing with
SU vevs a "skyscraper" camera This young poet, grow in spirit from a boy Bates Chapel. Four movie reels toand has declared for participation. It traditions, has allowed its eds and
loi g-range camera has a focal length to a man.
gether with lantern slides made a fasseems reasonable to concede that they co-eds to dine together once again!
twenty-four inches and an overall
Courageous Undertaking
cinating story called "Demon of the
are in a better position to have a corThe first co-ed dinner ever held at
lt.-i-ht of three feet. Loaded with film
The set of the play was characHimalayas."
ii-i t Judgment in such a matter than Bates took place on the first night
i weighs sixty pounds. The camera
terized by the Director as being
Frau. Dyhrenfurth began her talk
the
rest
of
us
whose
information
is
.„ F.6 lens between-the-lens shut"very charming." An additional
This letter was found in a stocking stuffed variety, you know) or a teddy- largely from newspaper reports plus of last year's winter carnival. With
by explaining that she climbs mounboth fellows and girls informally
in "d a magazine holding seventyset of footlights and a new dimmer
tains merely to accompany her hus- hung over the fireplace in the "Stu- bear.
the propaganda which always creeps dressed, this first co-ed dinner was
fir-, net of film, sufficient *£ HO Phofor the lighting effects, new 4-A
band. Although she holds the women's dent" office:
We admit we know what you look into any religious, political, or racial very successful from all points of
pta, each 7x9 inches. WttttO*
equipment, will be used for the
world altitude record, which she made Dear Santa Clans:
like, but if we had your photograph, controversy. Any student of the situa- view—although seating plans are alographer can fly »£• «g JJft_5
first time Thursday evening.
bv ascending Queen Mary Peak, she "The time has come, the co-eds cry. your manly charms would be contin- tion will recognize that the issue in
ways a great bother to the committee!
i- contended, as he did before and
"Candida." styled by Bernard Shaw Claims she is not really a professional
to talk of many things.
ually before us.
question involves all three and not But anyway the carnival dinner was
-ill get increased detail. Because of himself as "a pleasant play," is gen- mountain climber for she is at heart a Of mistle toe and holly, of necklaces
merely the obstacles in the paths of* so well received that the "powersCedar
chests
from
the
twelve
by
six
t'.e long focal length lens the leaning erally acknowledged to be his best. sports-woman. Much to the amuseand things.
Jewish athletes.
that-be" determined to try another
act of the tall buildings is elim- 4-A has been courageous to stage it. ment of the audience she said that We know you're very busy at this fes- inch size on up. make awfully good
hide-a-ways for love letters.
one.
tive time of year.
England Not Objecting
inated.
Tickets for the performance may Mr. Dyhrenfurth first met her when
I.ove
is
the
language
of
flowers,
so
Therefore, on the evening of Destill be procured at the Bates College they were quite young and that he had But we suggest yon whisper this into
To date I have read nothing to the
why not let a few dozen roses or a
the boy friend's ear:
"Can Do" Regiment
made her climb a high tree before he
Store in Chase Hall.
effect that European or other countries cember 5. 1935. two meals at the Comcorsage
of
orchids
say*
it
for
you?
mons and one at Rand, were served
O-i Guard
—o
would consent to their youthful en- For here we've written all the things
are debating the question of repreAnd when all is said and done, we sentation. England with her unsur- for the hungry and the socially-minded
for which we'd really care.
A famous American fighting unit,
gagement, which had to be kept secret
th. Fifteenth Infantry, the "Can Do
for a number of years. This was the Please let him see the document— wouldn't resist you too too much if passed passion for fair play does not students of Rates College. Even those
you wanted to "cum up'n see us some- appear to be aroused.
not socially-minded certainly enjoyed
he might your burden share.
re- -nent, stands guard over Amenbeginning of her climbing career.
time" with a diamond ring, "ummmm",
the delicious three course dinner, beTo
the
Boy-Friend:
rr citizens at Tientsin, metropolis
On her honeymoon she and her husThe principal objectors seem to be ginning with fruit cup or tomato juice
a
radio,
or
a
new
Ford
coupe.
What
do
of North China. At its present post
First of all, because Bates co-eds
band climbed the famous Mattes-horn.
tthe "Committee on Fair Play in cocktail, proceeding through chicken
you say. dark and handsome?''
1912 the regiment carries on
After this came a series of three moun- are Fundamentally loyal—to the colSports" of Xew York, which has issued patties,
peas,
potatoes,
cranberry
M>ss Betty Bates.
ors the figure of a Chinese dragon
tain expeditions. She explained, "The lege if not to the men—we'd like
an elaborate booklet which speaks for sauce, coffee, and on to ice cream and
n gold on a blue field with the words
o
year after our honeymoon, we had our some Bates jewelry or a pennant (not
itself and a minority group of the cookies.
■Can Do"—an eloquent expression in
first child; on the following year my the 15 cent kind, please).
Amateur Athletic Union. The latter
oidgin English of the ability to del.ver
husband and I made our first expediNext, we might make mention of
group had a hot battle over the issue,
A Beautiful Piece of Work
the goods.
tion to the Himalayas: the next year, the fact that a compact. Evening in
and voted in favor, but was anything
As for atmosphere—soft lights and
The F.fteenth Infantry saw service
the second child; a year later the sec- Paris. Yardley's, or Coty's. would
but agreed.
sweet music.
'" the Wat of 1812, the Mexican War,
Antoinette Bates '36, has been hon- ond expedition; then our third child; help us to maintain that youthful colTall red candles cast their mellowCompetitors Favor Participation
the Civil War, in various campaigns ored by an appointment to thei Maine and finally the last expedition of which lege-girl complexion which you men
An educational exhibit of German
rays on the bright carnations adorn■>9a nst the Indians, and in the Philip- State advisory committee «£*■? I am speaking tonight."
admire so much.
We
have
the
word
of
the
committee
Graphic Art of the Middle Ages and
ing the tables, and on the faces of eds
(Wes. Trained for readiness in any MY A it was announced by Aubrey
On their latest expedition, the one
Renaissance is now on display in the chairman that the try-outs will be and co-eds (far more flattering, it is to
en,
Polish Not "Beef-steak" Red
conducted as usual. So far as track and
ergency, its enlisted personnel care- w Williams, National Youth Adnim- to Queen Mary Peak, they began by
Sfanton
Reading
Room
of
Coram
Libe noted, than the usual glare of
fu
While on the subject of beautifiers,
"y selected, high in its morale, the istratio
brary. The display is part of the Ger- field is concerned it would make little
executive. This committee, using pack horses but soon found they
Place-cards and napkins cartodit ons of the regiment's fighting which is to meet in Augusta, will dm- were useless in the deep snow. As they manicure sets are always acceptable, manic Museum of Harvard Univer- difference. On the 1932 team of the light).
ried out the Christmas motif. Waiters
Past seem to justify the words on its uss he project, criticizing new plans climbed higher and higher they ex- i Here's a chance for you to sneak a sity and is being circulated among col- eighty-one members, seventy-two were and waitresses in freshly starched
bottle of nail polish that isn't "beefColors.
college men and one a high school boy.
and P esenting suggestions for con- perienced more difficulties. They ran steak" red or a violent tangerine shade leges through the Carl Schurzman ALL of the team's points were won uniforms, rendered efficient individual
* * *
foundation.
structive work. The appointment of a out of Sterno so they tried to use wood into our possession).
service. Music by Marjorie Hewes '39,
Tiniest And
The origin of the principle of wood- by non-club men.
Virginia Cook '37, and Donald Partstudent to such a commission will be from their boxes but found it burned
Br
If
you
gave
us
an
evening
bag.
'Shtcst Lamp
The
sentiment
of
the
prospective
cuts
and
etchings
is
linked
with
early
ridge '38, put the finishing touches on
of value especially in determining stu- verv poorly even when thoroughly you'd save wear and tear on your
printing. An interesting choice of ma- competitors is shown by a poll of a perfectly congenial setting for a
month fifty executives
dried:
because
of
the
rarefied
air
As
dent reaction to the project.
"tux" pockets. We could carry our own terial and technique of the art of etch- 139 of them, 138 stating that they
a tour of research laboratothey
got
higher
she
"ecame
so
weak
co-ed
dinner.
Prominent Committee
"facial rejuveiiators," and wouldn't ing is brought out in these prints. The think we should send our teams.
H' * under the auspices of the diOther members of the committee from mountain sickness that her tea have to weigh you down with them.
Many
off-campus
students
were
pictures show a definite evolution of
vision of engineering and induspresent at this gala affair. The inare- Pres. Arthur A. Hauck of Oa had to be mainly rum. which, as she
Olympic Code Emissaries
this art from the early fifteenth cenWinter
is
coming,
so
how
about
a
i search of the National ReUni'verX of Maine: William Wilkm- said, made her very warm.
To refrain from sending a team vited guests from the faculty intury to the end of the Renaissance.
i Council. At Schenectady,
On the way down one of the natives nice knitted scarf-and glove set? (You
son. professor of history at Co by Dr.
would be a protest in the interest of cluded Dean Clark, Mr. McGee, Miss
:
can buy them already made, though to
o
V..,they listened to Dr. Saul
BE Packard, State Commissioner of porters became very ill. He was thought be sure, wed appreciate it just that
fair play but would it be quite fair Walmsley. Dr. Wright. Miss Metcalfe.
jjiushman of the General Electric
He had to be much more if you were to make them
Education: William N. Nutter manu- fo hive pneumonia.
play to the hundreds of boys who have Miss Foster, Miss Fisher, Mr. and
Company's research laboratories.
Mrs. Nelson, Professor Robinson, and
facturer. Sanford: Clarence Burgess brought down as quickly as possible;
been training and hoping for five or
your very own self).
"I hold in my hand," said the
Mrs. Foster.
1
0
for in rarefied air, people suffering
six
years
to
make
that
high
spot
of
secretary
of
the
Maine
F^^
^"
."
°f
If we had a box or two of stationery
'"'tor. "a capillary discharge tube
Orchids and a tulip or two to the
all athletics—an Olympic team? At
LaBor. Pittsfield: Frank Day, P^f'" from pneumonia have no chance even —maybe the varsity kind, or maybe the
j>l an entirely new type." This beof the Maine Farm Bureau Federa under the care of a competent physileast 138 do not think so and hundreds committee in charge, composed of
1
kind with our name and address on it
much Ethiopian to the asLenore
Murphy '36. Priscilla Heath |36,
tton. Lisbon: Jefferson C. Smith, State cian However, he was found to be not
A Candlelight Service in the Chapel more would not if permitted to express
-we might be persuaded to write to
sembled executives, Dr. Dushman
Robert Harper '37, John Leard '38,
Secretary of the Y. M. C A : Kenneth suffering from this disease but from
themselves.
Denied
their
chance
to
Sunday
afternoon
at
4:30
will
be
the
vou more often during the vacations.
hastened to explain that within the
Lovejoy. State leader of the Maine having eaten fifteen pounds of dried Of course a Parker or Waterman college's copimemoration of the re- compete in '36 their chance is gone and the very capable honorary mem'"'>• lithe were a little mercury and
4-H Clubs, Orono; and Mrs. Keonetn Prunes. Such was the difficulty of
ligious' aspect of Christmas. The pro- forever for by 1940 most of them will ber of all dinner committees, Miss
two tungsten electrodes. When the
fountain I™ and I6™1 S6t ,wouldn l gram, which is being presented under have become has-beens. Besides their Dora Roberts—a beautiful piece of
Sills, the wife of Pree. Sills of Bow- handling these natives.
come amiss In such circumstances.
''"Ii-odes were heated by an elecwork! A grand time was had by all—
the joint auspices of the Council on antipathy for Jews and the German
She has experienced the Himalayan
doin College.
.
or shall we say "nearly all" for the
"'■ current the mercury was conAntoinette Bates, whose home is i" peaks from all those angles, as a memReligion and the Choral Society, will government is reported as hardly
Maybe a Diamond Ring?
certed into vapor. Electrons shot
Damariscotta, Maine, is a Prominent ber of three International Himalayan
be for the most part a musical presen- friendly to Protestants. Catholics, or benefit of those timid souls who failed
,,
t]ie "350 pounders" among us
to sign up with anyone, and who, in
"jf from the tungsten tore off bits
member of the senior class. Shei is a Expeditions, but she gave her adven- feel childi^ at times, and nothing ap- tation by the Choral Society under the N'egroes. I believe there is something the terms of modern slang, "got
i Uie mercury atoms. An animal
member of the Council on Religion, the tures an added touch by Presenting
direction of Prof. Crafts. Prof. Zerby to be said in favor of sending our
o
tieit
"back-to-rompers"
urge
as
t
<>uiu have screamed with pain.
teani, composed as it will be of all the stuck!"
will give a Christmas meditation.
Christian Service Club, Heelers, and them through the eyes of the camp P<
»e mercury atom just glowed in
uch as a so" woolly Scotty dog (the
Camera
Club,
and
her
major
is
sohousewife."
tionP
agony called ionizaciology.

OWEN DODSON, COACH FOR "ALLISON'S LAD,"
ALSO DIRECTS PRESENTATION THIS WEEK

Director
Whitehouse COLLEGE TRACK COACH CONSIDERS
WITHDRAWAL UNFAIR TO ATHLETES
Finds Opportunity For
Many Student Speakers
President Gray Claims That Sending Of Teams
Does Not Imply Approval Of German
Government Secular Action

Clergyman, Wife, And Poet Involved In Famous
English Author's Interpretation Of The
Eternal Romance Triangle

Lambda Alpha
Tea Dance To
Be Held Friday

Annual Affair Promises
To Be One Of Finest
In Recent Years

First Garnet
Out Tomorrow

■

jsortment
i Bags
and
tes
3 and
Goods

r Store
LEWISTON

Hutchinson, Richardson,
Heath, Dodson,
Contribute

Swiss Lecturer
Tells Tales Of
Himalayan Mts.

Co-ed Dinner
Held At Rand
And Commons

First Began Climbing In
Trees As Part Of
Engagement

!

Miss Roberts, Student
Govt. Representatives
Arrange Successful
Affair

Betty Bates Gives Christmas
Shopping Hints For Eds

Miss Bates On
Youth Comm.

Appointed To State N. Y.
A. Board To Represent Students

German Art Exhibit
On Display In Library

Christmas Services
In Chapel On Sunday

i

i
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Letters to the Editor

MRC0LIE(»[

Pepys Thru The Keyhole - -

NEW5

Thursday evening with red candles
By Gale Freeman
Candlelight, Oh, Candlelight
and carnations. Quite a BtfM-to MMM
That shone so dim last Sunday nite—
Whv not have a benefit performance
That murphy-gay tradition of not the
for those who attended the Junior
To the Editor,
in
Cabaret a couple.ofw^agoj
I was sorry to see your very glaring hurtin' anyone's feelings, you know
Hutch who went
1,,
department is still recuperating from
error in The Bates Student issue of Never swat a fly, for he may swat another
fly
.
.
.
coupled
with
little
henry
s
rather
STUDENT STAFF 1933-36
UMTeffecte of some
horrible
Editor November 20th in regard to St. Law- crusade for privacy . . . resulted in a
Mia Lennartaon '36 (Tel. 8-336-1)
.
Tnsic heard and played at the first
Managing Editor rence University Co-Eds eating their belated partakal of victuals . . . also
By Marion Welsch
Robert Flab. (Tel. 8-3361)
Sunday breakfast in bed. I see it is rans . . . "Parrrdon me" Butler, "Garsocial function of a formal nature on
Publiahlnc Office Tel. 4490
Co-eds invading tin ,, ,.
the campus this year. Who shall recredited to the Intercollegiate News bo" Jones, "Wordy" Fredland, and
Assistants: John Leard -38. Nick 1'ellieane '37. John Garrity '37
ceive the blame for the musical mon- Engineering and Printing at tj,j „*
Damon Stetaon '36 (Tel. 8-41X1)
Snort. Editor Section and the scribe for that partic- "O. K." Staples . . . Quote an earlier
a good break for Goodwin, that Beulah strosity some of us faced that evening? negie Institute of Technology wet»
Robert Saundera 'S6 (Tel. 8-3364)
wSZSa Editor ular piece must have culled that item
Dorothy stai.les 1* (N. SMI)
« omen » Editor from some source other than the Hill diner ... To our "faithful" Brewster:
a written.
r,„_.-» The committee for the Cabaret cannot cause of much discu
Fidelity seems to resort to dark subter- had
SPECIAL EDITORS
Tie for bored expressions—Carter- be entirely blamed for the results as men of Carnegie. Said William She
Neits of St. Lawrence University. I fuge in order to bask in "Sunny" smiles
Debating — Courtney Burnap "IS; Music — Gale Freeman '30; Intercollegiate
am enclosing a marked copy of the in the candlelight by the Fireside . . . line sitting on the sidelines Saturday fhey- were We do think that a last engineer, "Girls are no g , „\ j„ *"J
Bernice Winston '30; Women's Athletics — Margaret Andrewa 37
above mentioned newspaper issued on Saunders leads in the bald spot race evening, and Izzy dancing with Bob minute cancellation of the dance would classes. Their preseim
REPORTERS
Flora McLean '36. Dayton Taylor October 16th, 1935 that explains it all. with Hutch a close second—hurry up, Rowe. We are looking forward to uie
ave been even better than the music to be unable to discuss many jmnJr*
Please make this correction.
*****
Morin . . . Marcus and Pickering are amateur contest next Saturday, but some seventy^ couples danced to matters."
Hesitate
to
enter
our
pet
Little
Audrey
I am a graduate of St. Lawrence Uni- beyond hope 'cause they are running
Engineer William McGuire th™ .
that evening.
joke.
Is
it
true
that
Uncle
Sam
Pepys
versity, class of 1934 and during my the wrong way . . . blessed are the
"It's a swell idea. It adds to 'leVi,!l
Derosier Hoax Revealed
will be Master of Ceremonies?
four years there
we never• , got
trays
phere of the class."
1
ties
that
bind
also
the
cheese
.
.
.
see
ii
"
„#„„
t~
lies
Wiui
unm
UIMU
ine
*_i.c—»—
•
and
his
v
Windsor ~'38, Waldeli Irish a .". Btanlij l.iavill :VJ. Roland MartoOc '39.
It also seems that some freshmen
Billed as "Eddie Derosier a
for any meal unless we pa,d extra for|
ciar(|i ^^ the „mb|lrger tles .
But Jack Sill, architect
;,| ,.»
"3'J, Edward Itideout '3'J, ohert Itinimer "«>.
nan
"the
hoax
was
easily
discovered.
ilium
_
....
...
n»_..
\ir;„~*
think
it
a
smart
idea
to
go
swimming
them.
cramp one's style. How can ,,
DEBATING
Congratulations to Mr. Tex Wiseman
Eddie
Derosier
may
have
been
there
Chase
Hall
dance
nights.
PersonAs
you
will
see
from
the
Hill
News
Courtney Burnap '38.
but he underestimated the ability ot
class and chew tobaco and Sni, "*
□ pn if T ■
ally, we think It's all wet. Pardon it, but it has been proven that the men in
•here are two outside houses which are
the radiator if there
. i"*
Bernard Marcus '37. Byron Catlin '38, John Leard "38. Samuel Leard '38. Ed Curtin '36. served from the one Women's Dormi- the gladiators ... or was he being please? We must be off to the Bazaar, who played did NOT compose his band
smart and providing a little orrderve
^
Hcrh Pickering '38, Jason Lewis '37. George Lytheott 39.
winch in reality was playing at a sched- around."
tory, DeailJpaton Hall. Since all Fresh- ... Is the J. B. reverend reading^ the and our knitting.
t
*
»
1
BUSINESS BOARD
Hugs
and
Kisses
to
Each
and
Every
uled
spot
somewhere
in
Massachusetts
man
Women
and
all
Upperclassmen
riot act and recruiting for the W. C.
Harold Bailey '36 (Tel. 8-1121)
.
•
,»■■"■ Hj^g
A student at New Yj
inveN„
on the same evening. Future commitwho aie n.-^t sorority members gen- T. U. in order to preserve the equanim- One
found a new way to crib, clanX
Sam n'Til.
ttSEUTttJ! SSfe/aS A Uimmer '38. John B. Nash -AXtSMSFS. erally live in the Dormitory it was ity of rear seats in Oldsmobiles . . tees for formal dances where outside has
that notes written mi
Lawrence U:imnx>n '38.
necessary to take two new houses to Charlie seeks seeks Charlie . . . Don
orchestras are hired should take utjuice becomi
lbl»nl!
take care of the overflow. You see these Juan "Formal" (Casterline) is $3.50
most, precautions and verify details grapefruit
Sole anil Exclusive National Advertising Representatives
breathed upon.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, Inc.. 421) Madison Avenue, New lork City
houses were not equipped to perpare in arrears ... but cheer up, Don co-eds
before signing contracts.
» * *
Chicago - Boston - San Francisco - Los Angeles - Portland - Seattle
and serve meals and since it is hard have to eat and see a show and $3.50
However, the less said now the betRennsselear
Polytech
is i.ianniDe.
to
get
up
in
time
on
Sunday
morning
ter—it
is
better
that
one
cannot
relive
Subscription. $2.50 per year in advance. Single Copies. Ten Cents.
is enough to lose . - - Where was
course for students pi]
Written Notice of change of address should be In the hands of the Business Manager to get breakfast, the food for those Stoddard when the lights went out at
the past actually. The Bobcats could
;ilaaw"*
one week before the Issue In which the change is fo occur.
have produced a much better show will be given on light Sp
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Published Wednes- two houses is carried over to them eleven . . . Have you found out, Dana,
and at a cheaper rate. But all the words
day during the College Year by Students of Bales College. Entered as second class from Dean-Eaton Hall.
whether your danceless wonder is go.A
professor
of
psycho
matter at the post office at Lewiston. Maine.
We certainly were not pampered ing to come thru for you or not . . .
in the world won't bring back your
while I was in college and I doubt ii lots of luck; you'll be lucky both
two-fifty, nor mine. If you would pursue required his students
1935
Member
1936
mine a
this further, the complete story with class room so he could
the girls are now.
ways . . .
Plssoctded GoUeeSiate Press
Maybe you have better authority
all of its gory details can be obtained most effective pitch f.,i
Stick around Dennis, she got to
than I for your statements but if so, know Frazier ... it might be a door,
from Winston Keck—the fellow who
Distributor of
]
The game of Lawn I
-oith,
please let me know about it.
knows good dance music when he
Dennis, but maybe it's not locked
I have been to Bates several times . . . Kay, old son, do you put sugar in
hears it—and he says that there was oldest as well as one ot tl -iniplesiof
Increase
and also attended Summer School there your American tea! . . . Well. Barney,
no goodness in what he heard the out-door games, is find
popularity in American
Hegeg/S
this year so I hate to see your news- the Irish would only be tickled to death
other evening! Nuf sed.
eral schools now include
, thecotj
paper making misstatements about if you would marry them . . . some
Reverend Edmund B. Chaffee, who
Musical Vesper Service
athletic programs.
my alma mater.
track men are fast, others not so fast, spoke on "The End of an Age" at the
Music,
music
and
more
music.
Ev*
*
•
Sincerely,
so what are you worrying about, Vir- Bates Chapel last Wednesday, clearly
WHI I.K THE STOKM-CKX TICKING decision of the A. A. U.
eryone that is a member of a musical
Margaret E. Metz.
A professor Kipp of the law facnin
the first of this week to participate in the Berlin Olympics P. S. William D. Metz and Mary R. ginia . . . besides there is safety in stressed the need for more Collectivism organization on the campus is going at the University of Berlin
Onnan't
numbers . . . Carter would have piles to remedy the presnt conditions.
fairly
"bats"
keeping
up
with
all
the
removes the last official harrier to American participation, Metz are relatives of mine.
was forced to resign n
of fun at the forthcoming tennis masFascism was suggested as being an seething activity that will shortly
the vote was so close and the opposition so determined that
his maid patronized a .!■
o
sacre if he would only let himself go ideal form of collectivism in that it
• • •
... be nonchalent like Taunton's Larry keeps machine technique in the hands make the pot boil over.
we may well believe the statement of opposition-leader, Jeremiah
The
first
item
that
catches
the
stuThat
snakes
go
in tui.
.
.
Nick's
shoe
business
is
on
the
of the proper owners, but even this
Mahoney. that "the fight against the Olympics will be continued as
1 toboggan; roast beef is discovered to form of collectivism must be disre- dent eye at large is the special Christ- tion has been proved by
mas
Concert
to
be
given
this
Sunday,
the only'way to presen e the I Hympic ideal." We may expect that the
be suitable for tapping ... is that garded since it incites war. Dr. Chaffee
Texas Technology, who [ und a teit
program for American Olympic participation will meet persistent
racket big enough for you. Manning also suggested Communism, the distri- December 15th, in the Bates Chapel, inch rattlesnake in the engineering
the
time
to
be
announced
later.
Par. . . Beul Fish is getting to be a Great bution of material in regard to need;
laboratory. The snake, iike some
obstacles financial and otherwise from the opposition within the
Imitator . . . fortunately Butler will and Socialism, the distribution of ticipating in a brief musical program, humans, found that mis-dirertedamii*
A. A. U. and from the body of strong sentiment in other quarters.
the
Bates
Choral
Society
will
sing
two
be spending a quiet evening at home material in regard to production, as
tion was unwise.
Our feeling on the matter is much like the Associated Press stateof specially prepared Christ» * *
Dr. Zerby Will Accompany next Thursday 'cause too much truth excellent forms of collectivism in that groups
mas
selections.
Featured
along
with
ment of Pres. Gray last week to the effect that, "I do not like to see
all at once would be tragic . . . ProThe Colgate Marvan informs 08OB
these
forms
would
not
only
improve
this
organization
of
sixty-five
voices
Student
Group
To
fessor Gillis will hold forth this week
the Olympic Committee used as a club with which to flay the present
Butler University is attempting to solve
some fine evening on his favorite present living conditions, but would will be selections by two well known the eternal problem of marriage M
Meeting
Gernian government." Of course, the whole affair has furnished sports
also
remove
causes
for
war.
"Either
campus
soloists,
namely,
Beatrice
topic . . . "How to make cubed steak
divorce. That Institution
per-inch men with as much color as the Tunney "long count." Rill
of and with tennis rackets" . . . man must adjust himself to the me- Grover, soprano; and James Carter, in matrimony, under
lirty-ninejen
A group of four members of the out
chanical
progress,
or
else
we
face
baritone-bass.
This
will
constitute
the
Cunningham has been spilling anti-Olympic acid in his Roston Post
Curtin read all those books he
old, twice wedded attorney, who has
Hates faculty has announced that the Does
chaos,"
the
Rev.
Chaffee
summarized.
only
Christmas
program
on
the
camcolumn with an interest an ardour that is beyond our understanding. students have been chosen who will puts his name on in the Library? . . .
"Fascism Not Brain-Storm"
pus before vacation. If you like music had wide experience in divon
People from college presidents to newsboys have all formed very accompany Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby to Have you got the co-eds lined up for
The fact that Fascism and Commun- that is inspiring, if you enjoy listening
your musical comedy yet, Aldrich? . . .
definite ideas on the subject and can support them with conviction at the Indianapolis convention of the the little gals are palpitating over the ism are not "brain-storms," but true to selections that send a thrill up and
Princeton students may lmwcutas
Student Volunteer Movement, which prospects . . . Stan Sherman could get reactions to present-day human prob- down your spine, if you like music that much as they like, providing their
the least provocation.
will be held from December 28 to Jan- a job at Bull Montana's with his guitar lems was presented in Reverend Chaf- has beauty of tone and quality—here "standing remains unimpaired."
There is little denying the fact that the opposition movement uary 1, 1936.
* * »
then, is your chance. Opportunity is
. . . Merry Mary quite contrary, how fee's speech.
largely symbolized by "The Committee of Fair Play" operating from
The delegates from Bates College does the kiss waltz go? . . . this I
However, since Communism would knocking but once this year.
Chapel attendance at Williams Col62 Veysey Street. New York, has effected a mass of insidious propa- will be Ruth Rowe '36, Jean Leslie "38, cannot answer, but Wes will surely serve to end rugged individualism, and
lege has fallen to one bundn
Pop Concert in January
ganda that is as oil-smooth as any that the American nation has fallen Ellen Craft '38, Dorothy Wheeler '36, know . . . Bates—O Yale—O better try [fascism would serve to incite wars, the
The
service is no longer compulsory.
Rehearsals
are
also
well
under
way
Charles Pendleton '36, William Metz
and remaining form of Collectiv* • •
sucker to in some months. The most laughable statement of the fat 37. William Hamilton '37, Paul Tubbs some other school, Margaret, that's not third
ism—.Socialism—-would be the more for the big musical event of next
progress
.
.
.
little
Betty
Kelly
disThen there was the pr lessor win
little pamphlet which this committee flooded over the nation about '36, Valentine Wilson '38, Carleton
month—the Annual Bates Pop Concovered that the co-ed dinner was no logical form to adopt.
a week and a half ago is one claiming "to appeal to the reason of Mabee '36, Charles Harms '38 ami pipe . . . you can lead a piper to Rand
In conclusion. Dr. Chaffee said. "I do cert. This treat for the student body always asked the druggist for phenljBsothiocyanate. He never could rememAmerican athletes rather than to their imaginary passion and preju- Albion Beverage '37.
but ils tough getting them upstairs . . . 11 it propose to set up any system of as well as town patrons will be held ber mustard oil.
They will make the trip In throo
around the middle of January and is
dices." Then the strong-worded booklet goes on to fill tip its pages cars which will be furnished by Dr. EtslyBthlophi. iinzzio nnd Reed, and H<>v«-rnment that will solve this prob- the only formal dance during that
* # •
one of them needs Wildroot or lem, but I sincerely believe that the
with arguments and devices with no strength save that of appeal to Zerby, Carleton Mabee and Albion only
month.
In order to attend the In:
some other hair tonic and the other one problem will be solved."
that very thing of passion and prejudice. A glaring example is the Beverage.
We aren't going to reveal the secrets Oregon, a student travels alone l."H
doesn't attend dog fights . . . menu
At the convention, the delegates will for the tea dance: coffee and a faint?
of this affair just at present but we miles from Sitka, Alaska, in .
double center page collection of signs in Germany saying "Jews Are
hear many internationally prominent
can tell you one or two of the methods foot dory.
Not Wanted Here"—a high-minded appeal to reason indeed! There public figures including: Mr. T. Z. Koo. aroma of garlic ... or is it Buzzie
pursued. The musical portion of the
o
...
he
loves
it
.
.
.Mae
West
bought
are blanket statements that Germany has violated her Olympic code Chinese educator; John A. MacKay.
program this year will be very short,
a poppy . . . see Metz for the rest of
not over a half hour in length. There
and failed to keep her pledge not to exclude Jews from the Gernian leading figure on the Foreign Board of it . . . that's where we heard it . . .
will be no attempt at condensing some
Olympic team. Of course it is difficult if not impossible for us to get the Presbyterian Church; Mr. Toyo- Saunders is out for cross-country again
will known opera. Rather, the style
hiko Kawaga, religious, political and
the truth of these matters. A compilation by Hickock for the McClure economic reformer in Japan: and Wil- Bates to Auburn . . . and howie . . .
of entertainment will take on a strictly
Look out. Bucky, Durk is a debater;
By Courtney Burnap
Newspaper Syndicate lists German Jew athletes like Maria Jakob. liam Temple, Archbishop of York.
collegiate trend and will include feamaybe she's begging the question . . .
The four Freshman members of lit
tured numbers well known to all. It
Levy and Sulig as being excluded, from participation. Yet the German
On New Year's afternoon an impres- For the benefit of our outside readers:
will be strictly a "floor" show without Junior Varsity debating squad wil
Olympic Committee has emphatically stated that "participation in the sive service will be presented by a Herbert is doing very well this year,
the use of the stage as in past years. make their debating debuts of this seal
large
choir
that
is
being
chosen
from
Betty
.
.
.
Sorry
.
.
.
Vee
Eight
this
games shall be free to every sportsman without respect to race, color
This ought to be enough to encourage son next Thursday evening. Decembe |
all the college representatives.
time
...
it
keeps
on
the
road
and
out
or creed." Somehow we would just as soon believe that statement as
your curiosity and in a couple of weeks, 12, when they are scheduled to pti
Upon their return, the Bates dele- of ditches ... So Barney wants to give
perhaps, the entire story may be told. ticipate in an exhibition debate * I
the facts melted together for the "Fair Play" tirade. We are prone to gates will present reports on the con- transfusions, look out, victim, he'll end
Socialized Medicine at Morse 1 be skeptical of sketches showing the heart-broken mother wailing in vention to many of the clubs on the up witih more than when he started
School, Bath.
campus,
and
a
public
meeting
to
which
.
.
.
The
French
morality
question
was
C.
H.
Westbrook.
professor
at
the
tearful anguish because she didn't raise her boy to be a trackman in
The four speakers are as follows:
all students are invited will be con- explained by Esther in History . . . University of Shanghai spoke recently
that awful Mr. Hitler's games.
Afflmative, Marita Dick '39 and II
ducted by the delegates.
and Germany seems equally inflicted in the chapel pointing out the outKadjperooni '39; Negative. (
We grant that one may heartily disapprove of Der Fuhrer's
A request will be made for a Chapel ... It is rumored that cozy Dennis is a standing attitudes of the Chinese studPulsifer '39 and Donald CurtiJewish persecution. However, that disapproval is a far cry from the period during whioh the delegates will tough assignment to practically all of ents. First he said that in some cases
La Petit Academie is planning to
State Peace Contest
Cheney House . . . This by the way the students were more intense, more hold an open meeting Tuesday, Decemnecessity of trying to effect a change by discouraging sending an address the student body.
01
The State Oratorical Com
o
was Butler week . . .
interested,
and
more
seriousness
in
ber 17, in the Y Room, Chase Hall.
Olympic team to Berlin. Are we to be illogical enough to think that
A word of warning, boys and gals, if studies than the American students. Everyone is invited to come and sing peace, its interest heightened ill the
our antagonistic attitude in this regard i> going to soften the views of
this sort of chilly weather continues The second attitude is open-minded- French Christmas carols under the di- more by the general situati . no*
a man who has received the censure of the many and learned all over
long, your Auntie will soon be leaving ness to ideas from wherever they come. rection of Mr. Seward. Anne-Marie prevalent in Europe, is to be .'Id at
for warmer climes, heading for Coral The Chinese student reads magazines, Diebold '36 and Val Wilson '38 are to Orono this year. The contesl
the globe for the last three years. As far as that goes those who claim
Gables and the god old Miami Bilt- newspapers, and books. He has wide sing solos. The meeting is in charge offers prizes amounting to that what happens in Germany is quite Germany's business alone and
CO*
won last year by Ray Stetson
more hotel. A note of warmth was contacts and this involves conflicts in of Muriel Tomlinson '37.
that may be a fair enough statement of truth. At any rate we should
tinuing the line of Bates' vi
sounded by the Bobcats last Saturday cultures in China.
the last few years.
be aware of the inadequacy of anything that may come out of the
with some of last year's familiar faThe next attitude Professor WestPhil-Hellenic is planning to have a
As the local elimination coi
White Flag Is Prediction Of vorites, the fast numbers especially. brook described was the deeper realizaOlympic opposition that we have been afflicted with of late.
Plaudits to the whole band for their tion that a religion and morality based Christmas party at Professor and Mrs. be held right after midyears,
Fair Weather—Blue
The question of holding international athletic contests do not
home on Frye Street, Decem- ers interested should prepare
rendition of "Cowboy in Manhattan." on religion are needed for the state and Chase's
ber 17.
have any necessary correlation with the governmental policies of the
tions some time before. Tin It was really good!
Means Rain
the people. There is very little organmust be original, less than :
nation in which they are run off. They are held for the benefit of the
With Freshman rules a thing of the ized opposition to religion in general
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Mabee
entertained
the
countries of the world; the}- cannot be obstructed for the detriment
Forecast flags are flown from the past, upperclassmen are sitting back in China, although there may be in- Christian Service Club at a supper utes in length, and must
some general subject of pea
amusedly to watch the freshies go thro
of one nation. The government of Germany and the holding of the flagpole on the northeast corner of their annual scrambles to determine differences.
meeting Tuesday, December 3. Dr.
All those interested ma,
P"*
International Relations Clubs
Carnegie
Science
building—the
corner
Libby.
a
medical
missionary
from
NanOlympics at Berlin next summer have no connection as long as the facing toward the library and Roger just who will go with who and if so
The speaker also pointed out that king and Dr. Westbrook, a professor Robinson or Prof. Quinbv
details.
governmental policies do not interfere with those competing or those Williams Hall. It is required that the why. Dana Hull is trying for a record there is an increasing sense of depresfrom the University of Shanghai, were
who should compete.
Mabee and Greenwood Are Back
flag indicating the weather for the of some sort, we think, seeing just sion in the country due to internal and the speakers.
many girls he can make dates external complications. The problem of
Carleton Mabee '86 ai
VTIIBJ
In conclusion, we would suggest two other questions. Is the next day be on the staff after 3 P. M. how
Plans
are
underway
for
a
Christmas
the day that the forecast is made. with. By the opinion of experts on the vocations has always existed in China. party to be' held at the Ix>cker Build- Greenwood '36, returned tl
opposition movement coming entirely from those motivated by the of
That is a flag flying after 3 P. M. in- subject, the name of Smoky William- Last year there was a movement led by
league debate at Colgate, i
,iK
Gernian Anti-Jew persecutions? The size of the opposition body and dicates the weather for the next day. son is added to the pitifully brief list students to get the government to help ing in the near future.
cessful tour. Besides the 1
'"^
of really smooth dancers among the them, and now the government is trythe calibre of some of its staunch adherents make us wonder if there The various signals used are:
debate on Sanctions with I
New
members
were
elected
at
the
SQUARE WHITE FLAG — fair eds. Co-eds please note.
ing to direct more students in sciences. last meeting of The Politics Club, fellows also participated in
is not another religious element whicfi is taking the opportunity to
Roy Briggs is having difficulties in
weather. (If less than 0.01 inches of
The last attitude brought out by the
bate with Syracuse on thi MedwJ
swing a few blows at a mutual antagonist. We refer to the defenders rain falls the day is fair regardless of disproving the saying "Out of sight is
December 10. Flora McLean question and in another
speaker was the. interest of the stud- Tuesday,
Ir
g
out of mind." It makes it tough when ents In international affairs. The first „'
of the Roman Catholic church, which has not been treated too nicely the cloudiness of the sky.)
,™
'saacson '36 and William Sanctions with a team of coll
SQUARE BLUE FLAG — rain or she's so far away, eh, Roy?
by Herr Adolf. And in similar vein if the Jewish motive is fundainternational relations club was started Metz 3,. reported on the Conference uates representing the Gei
Commons
certainly
had
a
gala
air
of
International
Relations, which was trie training school. This
in China, and besides there are libramental, why lias not the afflicted race of other countries in- Europe snow—depending on temperatures. (If
1 C lby C
0.01 inches of rain or more fall this
ries
and
sneakers
on
the
subject.
and 16
°
°"ege- Novel»°«r 15 was made possible thxoug
risen to protest and demand non-participation along the lines advo- flag is correct.)
flown with a RED PENNANT above, it
In closing. Professor Westbrook said,
of Walter Norton '35,
is
on
advice
of
weather
bureau.
cated by the forces in America? George Carens. sports editor of the
SQUARE BLUE AND WHITE—used
"We hope you will take more interest
against his former team
Blue above,
Ramsdell Scientific in a joint meet- member of the G. E. team
e
Boston Transcript, has suggested in correspondence with the for unsettled weather.
SQUARE RED AND BLACK FLAG in China."
ing with Jordan Scientific and Law- sion audience was made 1111 "'''. ^" „
•"Student." that "perhaps the European nations are too embroiled probability of rain or snow; white —used only for indicating winds of
o
—
above — probability of fair weather.
rence Chemical met at Chase Hall and other service clubs.
force. Flown usually on advice
with more vital questions to become unduly excited over the (Traces of rain might fall and the gale
Tuesday, December 10, wihere Dr W
of weather stations. Will usually be
Olympics." That may be part of the answer but we feel there is more. forecast is correct. But, if more than flown with red pennant.
T. Bobie of Waterville spoke. Dr
0.01
inches
of
rain
fall,
or
more
than
\\ hen it"s all said and done America's athletes will almost cerBLACK TRIANGULAR PENNANT
Bobie is an eminent bio-physicist.
1
inch
of
snow
falls,
the
forecast
is
—tills is the temperature flag The
tainly compete next summer and we hope turn in good performances. wrong.)
Under
the
guidance
of
Professor
Aueasy rule to remember is that when it
Spotted Club 'met last Tuesday, DeOut of all of this we cannot but be sorry that the occasion of an event
SQUARE WHITE FLAG, BLACK is above any other flag it indicates gust Buschmann, a select group of cember 10 The program was devoted
W-hich is designed to promote the "universal principles of sportsman- CENTER—cold wave; if flown alone it warmer weather, and below any other advanced German students have been to Edna St. Vincent Millay and her
An Open House at Tbonn rag.
gathering in Chase Hall's Music Room works. Anita Gauvreau '38 was in
snip has been used to add fuel to the too high flames of international is the indication from our station; if flag i' indicates colder weather.
ship"
day afternoon, will t'nnii"' ' ,
every
Monday,
Wednesday,
and
Friday
distrust.
charge of the entertainment.
opportunity for visitinj
'"' j5[.
Irom 1:00 to 1:30 to sing old folk
notion that recognition of the realistic and actual in life is a quality songs.
Outing Club cabin before
4-A. and Heeler's held a joint meetthat we would all do well to encourage. What we know, we know.
These meetings, restricted to young ing last Monday evening, December 9. mas vacation. Dorothy W ',',' m|;ili
Guessing about the rest is where we get into all our worrv and men only, are an echo of the DeutechConstance Redstone '.'ili. an° ''„, in
Professor Robinson reviewed several
trouble. And the nations of the world which have appropriated the lami Studenten Korps. and have as an plays he saw during Thanksgiving va- Webber '30. are the commiw" ^
B
charge. The open house h
doctrines of idealism, Christianity, etc.. have no striking examples of objective the cultivation of an acquain- cation.
posted on the bulletin boi
ONE OF THE MOST capable speakers of our days at Bates success and Utopian achievement to offer. Let us not then be too ™n/t,Pr WU" the *">** of songs
sung in German colleges as well as
appeared on the chapel platform last Monday morning. We critical of an experiment in another direction.
A Christmas party was held in the
personal pleasure for th^memberl
Women's Locker Building, Friday evewould hesitate to be critical of his attitudes and beliefs but
And the accusation of college youth as holding back the work of
m
r
h du lieber
tlnl" and "Rfe r ^ '..
Augus- ning, December 6, by the Lambda
can say with utmost sincerity that he was a speaker of marked foreign missions tinged of the non-deliberated remark. What can \
Ve
sorority. Anita Gauvreau '38
vitality, conviction and brilliance. He is the type of speaker who possibly do to help.'harm or detract from what is being done in the avorit^ wft "n£ "£*££ g£ Alpha
acted as Santa Claus and each club
leaves a spicy taste in one's mental mouth and whether one likes the missions at Shanghai? And paralleling the mission work there with theme song of the group, however it member received an amusing gift Miss
The Alumni Council • ;', '
the comical "Doctor EisenbartT' Hong E a
f ulty advisor
particular spice or not, one cannot but know that it's there.
$10.
the condition of Russia, what has China to offer in the w,
standing offer of a J10'■. ,h ■&«
ot the famous Prussian surgeon who of honor.
Of course, he has,been to Russia and^according to the fable advancing economic system and a type of leadership that th.
any Bates song which meeu
cor
""A ,eKthe.bli»d wa,k "1 «he iTmeTee
approval
of
its
Song
Conf=■
^
r B
"should know" but we have the right to wonder if he painted a little alecky" Russian lad has not been gaining by himself for tet
would n^
fr?test?
»£hm!nn
The dumbest of dumb freshmen i* a. mittee. Original words and "' ■ „u,y
e to kee
his
n,a„
^
^
organization
too sad a picture of the "smart-alecky Russian schoolboys indifferent
In all this, we make no blanket statements, but we do re.
the University of Maine He obteotiS ?« most desired, but original wo™ $e
to all the influences of life save the scientific." Somehow, we have a ourselves the right to question and wonder.
vanTed^r^ Sma11 Md °°*W** *- doing outside reading becani^n th be set to familiar music ]>r<>»
«iU
t^ a»» German students are invited
oo^weather it S*^ on {£ score is not one about wlncn
to attend future meetings.
be copyright difficulties.

1S^=HS

Y. M. Lecturer
Discusses Topic
'End Of An Age

Rev. Chaffee Maintains
Trend Is Toward
Collectivism

Golle6iateDi6est

That Big, Bod Boy. In Berlin

Twelve Students
Make Xmas Trip
To Indianapolis

C. H. Westbrook Gives
Talk In Chapel

Debating News

Explains Attitude Of
Average Student In
Higher Schools

Club Notes

Weather Bureau
Forecast Flags
Are Explained

■

Student Group Singing
German College Songs

Party At Thorncrag
Sunday Afternoon
-

■

AH&rthoughte On. ^LVewer Eddy.

Bates Song Contest
Announced By Alu**

o f r;o r

' ™»s? £S
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i^ffy Tuggers" College Days Amateur Show Religion's Value Varsity Track
Recalled As Writer Describes To Take Place Social> Ethical Team To Have
Says Dr. Eddy
Social Lions Of Days Of Yore At Chase Hall World Traveler Notices Na- Full Schedule

WEATHER
For Year

Warmest day
Warmest hour
Coldest day
Coldest hour

(79.37) (July
(92.00) (July 5,
(—4.66) (Jan.
(—25.00) (Jan.

24)
12)
27)
28)

For
31.67)
(38.00)
(13.46)
( 4.00)

Month
(Dec. 2)
(Dec. 1)
(Dec. 6)
(Dec. 6)

FORECAST RECORD
Percent
Misses
Hits
.827
211
1024
.800
30
120

Watkins
incl. Nov. 24
tions Ruling Youth In
All time total
"Million Dollar Dance"
Chapel Speech
1935 - 1936
Things were beginning to happen,
WEEKLY WEATHER
and the matter was promptly taken up
Dr. Brewer Eddy, world traveler,
Weather
Average
Maximum Minimum
the next fall wihen a committee apand brother of Dr. Sherwood Eddy,
0.06" (1.50 snow)
pointed to investigate Bates' social ac28
35
presented
a
spirited
talk
on
"The
Stu31.67
December
2
The Bates varsity track team will
A Big Amateur Show—during Inter- dent Mind" in the chapel last Monday
fair
tivity wrote to other institutions "con21
30
24.96
December 3
0.04" (0.75 snow)
cerning their conditions." Pres. Gray mission of the next Saturday-night morning. Showing the effects of the be seen in action this coming season
6
25
15.54
December
4
0.03" (0.25 snow)
himself thrust in the decisive wedge, Chase Hall Dance—is expected to fur- governments in various countries on in three dual meets, two of them at
6
20
14.21
December
5
home, in two relay meets at the Boston
fair
4
22
the following December, when he an- nish the assembled pleasure-seekers a the students, the speaker said in part: Garden, and possibly in an inter-col13.46
December
6
cloudy
12
37
nounced that all properly qualified half-hour of real entertainment.
"Political changes have had a pro24.88
December
7
On the coming Saturday night, Eddie found effect on student psychology. legiate meet at the Garden.
sleet and snow
26
students with chaperones might attend
29
27.50
December
8
Following the Christmas Relays,
a dance at Beacon Hall. In 1922, sub- Curtin '37 will assume the role of There is not liberty for youth in Ger- which are getting under way this week,
Weekly average, December 1 - 7 — 22.30
sequent to this radical step, dancing Major Bowes and be Master of Cere- many. Free discussion is not known another interclass meet will be held
Victorian Necking
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
monies for a group of collegiate per...ions take us back to was instituted as a regular Saturday formers who will compete for three there. Religion has great difficulty in on January 17 and IS. January 25 is
+ or —
holding its edge in that country. GerAverage
Sauu'->
Li.-vcle built for two", evening performance, being permitted
To date
prizes of $4, $3, and $1, respectively. many wants its old gods—Lokar. Thov. the date of the Knights of Columbus
into the remote pe- twice a month until ten o'clock, after
Temperature
Those Amateurs already scheduled to and the others. The Germans say, "We Meet in the Boston Garden, to which l
—0.48
23.30
22.94
.u-ife and corn balls. the customary picture show.
December
Bates has already been invited to send |
+ 246.24
*S of «vii. Kouciied
■**«
May 19th of the same year saw the appear promise to put on a really good don't want a cross; we don't want a relay team. Last year's mile relay45.41
46.13
in the simple,
For
Year
show, but the lists are not yet complete. self-surrender or any sense of conPrecipitation (in inches)
B«ollw' pul those who tugged decor- realization of the colossal "Million Dol- Sheets will be placed on the Bulletin fession. We want this super-man stuff!" team of Danielson. Marcus. Saunders
—0.85
0.992
0.14
a Sunday evening, lar Dance" at Chase Hall. It was an Boards of Chase Hall and Rand Hall. Youth in Germany is engaged every and Pendletou won handily in the
December
—0.49
40.76
40.27
, vebrow at the evils informal affair at "four bits a throw" Any Amateur who thinks that he can Saturday in accepting the regimenta- same meet a year ago while Keller
Year
with
no
decorations
but
"wonderful"
Snowfall
(in
inches)
^ZHunn
dancing, and even
—0.60
do something that the crowd will ap- tion of the Hitler regime. It has a placed fourth in the dash. It has not
3.20
2.60
December
<t "»?" Ul the approved Victorian music.
been definitely decided yet whether or
—4.20
preciate is urged to sign up on one hard time to worship as it wants.
9.60
5.40
nec
1922
seems
to
mark
the
year
in
which
Season
not
Coach
Thompson
will
attempt
to
" 1 1 —UHHII if generally known,
+ 5.88
of these sheets before Thursday night.
82.97
88.85
Year
&- ""
i i0 eliminate our most the socially repressed Bates people
China
Progressing
Rapidly
enter
a
mile
team
besides
the
two
To forestall the too frequent use of
went
dance
mad.
The
stupendous
g
"In
Russia
there
exists
a
group
of
mile
outfit
of
Gore.
Danielson.
Howard
**f«t defiiieucy: that of not having "Million Dollar Dance" was closely the "gong," all who get a chance to
i#rf:..: traditions. Too little do
compete for the prizes will have to revolutionists ready to tear out the and Saunders that is already shaping
" tJ* Of the possibilities of such followed by a brilliant affair at Rand, pass auditions; these will be held in power of the church. The students up.
topped
off
with
the
very
first
Ivy
Hop
It >■"'
ias there never been
Bates to Enter Boston A. A.
the Chase Hall Music Room. Saturday are taught to deny anything except a
material conception of the universe.
■«**".;.;„. of "The Great Cullege in Bates history. There has never been afternoon.
The Boston A. A. Games are schedany
difficulty
since
in
that
direction,
This
one
side
of
a
church
is
commendEven "Prof. Rob", an
99
As an additional allurement to prouled for February 9 in spite of the
■minder that Bates is and Mr. Gould observes that with the spective participants, the Chase Hall able on nothing. The old Greek church fact that the club announced bankFifteen Bates women have been invited to attend a Christmas tea given
S'ir..
Hn^ismoretalkedof engagement of such performers as "Mai Dance Committee, which is sponsoring of Russia still maintains that the ruptcy last summer. A relay team and
Hallet and His Incomparable Orearth is flat. It has allowed a purely
by Mrs. Clifton D. Gray on December
£. appreciated.
chestra", we seem to be making rapid the affair, has made provisions for the materialistic science. This has taken several individual performers -are due
18 at 3:30 P. M. This will be the third
performers to get into the dance with- away from the youth tolerance and to wear the Garnet once again in this
prof. Robs Mustache
strides for improvement.
in a series of birthday teas given by
out
paying
the
usual
thirty-five
cents.
historic
meet
with
two
relay
teams
the
ability
to
live
in
the
presence
of
a
Socially apeaking, "Prof. Rob" and
Mrs. Cray at her home on College
Mr. and Miss Bates Prefer To
Also, there is a possibility that the minority. There is class victory—not not an impossibility.
JShftve become almost synonymous.
"Trip Light Fantastic"
Street.
Colby is the first opponent to be met
winner will be given a chance to do justice and the bourgeoise is victorious.
SS?5 him taken in 1897 and
Those girls whose birthdays occur in
in
dual
competition.
The
meet
this
his
number
on
the
stage
of
the
Auburn
Some
mention
has
been
made
of
No
principles
of
universal
justice
are
'Win the
lumnus" elicits Mr.
the month of December are among
year
is
at
Waterville
following
the
re1
Theatre.
picture
shows,
which
were
begun
in
the
followed.
f u,, ious denial of that eminent
the guests. The list includes Dorothy
"Liberty Theatre" in Hathorn
"The picture of youth in China is en- sumption of meets last year at LewisAdler, Mary Bertocci, Ruth Lewis,
S*?»ld*i°n8n* t0 Ben Tul"Pin- In" so-called
ton which resulted in an overwhelming
on
October
26,
1918.
Our
compiler
has
couraging.
Through
China,
there
Srf* awry-eyed monster you
Mildred Rowbotham, Cornelia Breltvictory
for
the
Thompson
men.
The
this
to
say:
"Moving
pictures
would
emerges
with
the
material
gain—new
Lll( («. prone to imagine, however,
mozer. Carolyn Ford. Marion Jones,
ever
powerful
University
of
Maine
undoubtedly
not
have
appeared
so
early
social
advantages.
There
are
better
The
Athletic
Council
recently
ap- portrays a clean-cut on campus had it not been for war conlb
team invades the Bates cage on March proved the varsity awards of 27 men Hortense Kerr. Jean Leslie, Mary
roads,
bus
lines,
post
offices,
and
the
McKenney, Eleanor Walsh. Ruth Robgeiiilemau , about thirty with a tricky ditions and the temporary transformalike. The streets of Shanghai are 7 intent on wiping out the defeat they who competed in Football and Cross- inson, Bernice Dean. Isophene Dolloff
Suwtrainer" and whimsical eyes,
suffered in their last invasion and only Country, and of 27 numerals to Freshbetter
paved
than
those
of
Boston.
tion
of
Bates
College
into
a
military
i,-. iiten sting to note that he broke
and Mary Hani.
There is a new leadership in China partially revenged in a hard fought men earning them in the same sports.
Yand
made good at Bates by exactly Academy of the first order." With the
u
meet last year at Orono.
which
the
Christian
quality
has
The
varsity
"B"
went
to
23
football
introduction
of
dancing,
however,
A. Hammond. Auburn. Me.; Damon M.
tar same methods which have made
brought about. The government places
players and to 4 members of the cross- Stetson, Hanover Center, Mass.; Paul
Northeastern to Come Here
him a perennial favorite:
He was came a steady decline in the popularity
lighter taxes on the farmer; it gives
country team; while Freshman num- B. Tubbs, New London, Conn.
March 14
v«uns. easy of manner, friendly, and of pictures; Mr. and Miss Bates preemployment to those who need it; it
were awarded to 8 members of
Freshman football: Robert P. Akers,
■ore exP" : ienced in social ways than ferred to spend this time "tripping the
The best Winter Carnival that the does not foster child labor: and it coNortheastern,, winners in a close erals
the unbeaten cross-country squad and Weston. Mass.: Austin K. Briggs, Hanaustere clergymen-professors light fantastic."
Bates Outing Club has ever sponsored operates rather than fights big busi- battle last year, will again appear, this
Chase
Hall
and
the
comparatively
to
19
football
players.
over
('inter, Mass.: Roy B. Briggs,
lier Bales day. From the beis being planned for February 6 to 9
time on March 14, with its line flock
Such men as: Joseph Biernacki.
tuwing lie was put forward by bis col- new athletic plant have contributed bv Edith Milliken '36 and Harold ness.
of runners who lifted the New England Mike Drobosky. Donald Gautier. Harry Lewiston. Me.; Walker W. Briggs,
Rural Reconstruction in China
Lewiston. Me.; Patrick J. Canavan.
v,„u,.; as one to lead off the games immensely to the improvement of Bailev '36, co-directors of the annual
title at Portland last May.
Keller. Francis Manning. Joseph l*ig"Do not for a minute dream that the
makings on campus. He has social conditions. Such affairs as large, high "spot of the Outing Club's activiThe University Club of Boston in- none. Wesley Stoddard and Edward Whitman. Mass.: Fred A. Clough. AuI,to way lost his "funning" being still organized dances. Pop Concerts, and ties. Since the event this year is ministers and "missionaries abroad are tends to hold another meet this year WVllnian are lost to the football squad burn. Me.: William Crosby. Naugai..,,„• at present day gatner- cabarets, which heretofore have suf- scheduled during a three-day college just teaching doctrines. We want to but as they lost their former date in by graduation; and the cross-country tuck. Ct.; Harold Cushman. Jr., Roxfered or have been made impossible by holiday following the mid-year exam- raise the social level of life. This
the Garden, the meet, it' held, will be team will go Without the services of bnry, Mass.: Robert B. Kimnack,
. spirit was encouraged the lack of floor space, now constitute ination schedule, mornings as well as may be evidenced by the fact that on March 21, and will probably serve as Paul Tuhbs. Reginald Hammond and Weilesl. v Hills. Mass.; Robert BL
Urn the v.iy siart; late in the 60 s the greatest part of our social exist- afternoons will be used to make the such a slogan "Rural Reconstruction" the last meet of the year for nationally Damon Stetson who will also be grad- Kinnev. Piltsfiold. Me.: Paul Mcence.
Cluskev. Houlton, Me.; Oran Moser,
program worth the while of the many has been taken up in many countries known stars.
ge erected a gymnasium which
Despite the advanced status of our
Rocky Hill, Conn.; Rodger G. Nichols,
Last year Bates, although promoted uated.
a ted i ie >luul purpose of fostering society, and despite our conformity to who are expected to stay at college ire have contacted. In China the
Those
men
receiving
varsity
letters
South Portland. Me.; Chester R.
in preference to vacationing elsewhere. Farmers' co-operatives are the best— to class A along with much larger coland aihletics under the same
and
Freshman
numerals
follow:
Parker, Saugus, Mass.; James E. Reid,
ous literary clubs such as the the more "conventional and sophistiA cash prize, banners, and ribbons one of the influences of foreign mis- leges and universities, was represented
Varsitv football: Robert Aldrich, Maiden. Mass.; Herbert J. Reiner,
cated type of social life popular in other
Nrnmia. the Piaeria, and the Buro- colleges", Mr. Gould feels that we would will be among the awards given dur- sions. We are also interested in train- by a well balanced team which rallied Belmont. Mass.; Joseph Biernacki. Lancaster, Mass.; John E. Vaka. Websopiiia vied with one another for social do well to incorporate more of the inCarnival Week. The five-dollar ing for the leadership of youth. We off third honors in the team score.
Vaugatuck, Conn.: L. Verdelle Clark. ster. Mass.; Arthur G. Wilder, Presque
Bpremacy. The last mentioned con- formality of the "good old days" when cash award, an innovation this year, are out to do this thing on a social
o
Presque Isle. Me.: Alonza Conant. Au- Isle, Me.; Dwight R. Wood. W. Hartbasis.
They
know
more
about
Chrisvened in what is now Mr. Cults room even grandfather could see the point is to be awarded to the undergraduate
burn, Me.; Edward P. Curtin, Medford. ford. Conn.
tianity
in
China
than
you
do.
1 lloor of Hathorn. The
—not a Director or a Junior Body
Mass.; Morris Drobosky. Lewiston,
Freshman Cross-country: Robert P.
in
a
moonlight
sing
"on
the
balustrade
"The
governments
in
Germany
and
run*. luxuriowfneaB of the old society on top of the house." He accents the member of the Club— who submits
Me
Max A. Eaton. Dedham. Mass.: Braddicks, New York City, N. Y.;
Russia
are
menaces
to
the
new
generato
either
of
the
co-chairmen
the
best
.lumber contrasts astonishingly with desirability of co-educational dining,
Robert V. Frost. Norway. Me.; Don- Donald Bridges. Bangor. Me.; Richard
of youth. Japan wants a Monroe
«u etnent paucity of interior embel- and laments our shutting our eyes, idea for a Carnival program feature tion
ald Gautier. Auburn. Me.: Harry E. DuWors, Dorchester, Mass.; Albert
doctrine of exploitation in China. Such
which
the
committee
decides
to
use
Keller. Medford. Mass.: Richard L. B. Jerard, Newbury. Vt.; George I.
BsboatB.
"either necessarily or from choice, to in 1936. This streak of brilliance may countries hinder the way to peace.
many opportunities for the develop- be along the lines of decoration, games, We will express Christian ideals
At eight o'clock on Monday evening, Loomis, Washington, D. C; Merle Lytnoott II. Tulsa. Okla.; Dana L.
Boal*U«S Met Jointly
Lionel A.
Important among social gatherings ment of social graces in the young men or anvthing that would be suitable for through youth in the next few decades December 16, Chase Hall will be the McCluskey, Houlton. Me.: Francis Wallace. Lisbon, Me.;
scene of an informal Christinas party Manning. Milton. Mass.: Bernard R. Whiston. Jr.. Fitchburg. Me.
only if we can have peace."
*as the Enkuklios, the iuaugurator ot and women which will be an asset to some "part of the festive week-end.
for the faculty members and their Manus. Milford, Mass.: Frederick J.
Mating at Bates. Inter-society affairs, them in later life."
Martin. Belmont, Mass.; George Morin,
supper the band will lead the college wives.
o
runners ot the varsity debate,
Masquerade Skate
JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
to an ultimate termination at
Everyone is to come in a costume Weston, Mass.; Joseph Pignone. Medlitre held at Rand Hall and coached by
Evervone who is coming to the Car- parade
ford. Mass.; Richard Preston, Beverly.
INC.
the
skating
rink.
There
the
climactic
of
his
own
choice.
The
program
will
Bl Chase. Professor Hartshorn,
nival can not only be thinking about
Mass.; Wesley W. Stoddard. Ambingevent
of
the
evening
will
be
the
reinclude
a
grand
march,
informal
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
and "Uncle Johnny" Stanton. It was
that during the Christmas holiday, but
ton Mass.; Davton V. Taylor. Milton
•he custom of these various societies
he can as well be scouting around for vealing of the Carnival queen and her games, and carol-singing. In accord- Mass.; Edward F. Wellman, LewisLewiston
Monumental
Works
ance with the holiday spirit, there is
to nun jointly just previous to the
a costume to wear at the All-College coronation.
Another day of interesting compe- to be a Christmas tree; and an extra- ton, Me.
6-10
BATES
STREET
LEWISTON
final examination, and in 1912 they
masquerade skate. There's plenty of
Varsity Cross-country: Arthur W.
TELEPHONE 4634-R
darted another ball rolling when they
The Christmas Party held annually rime between now and Carnival to tition is slated for Saturday. The inter- special thrill is to be provided by the
Danielson, Squantum, Mass.: Reginald
mdertook a few scenes from a <jfeeK by the German Club will take place find something to rival Bill Hamilton's dorm winter sports meet with ski- presence of Santa Claus himself.
The
program
is
being
arranged
by
jumping,
slalom,
down-hill
racing,
fauna, a practice which has culminated this year in the Women's Locker Scotch costume in which he shivered
t in tie most spectacular of our Com- Building, Thursday evening. Decem- long enough last winter to win the snowshoe races, skating contests, and Mrs. Chase, assisted by Mrs. Bartlett.
possibly ski-joring will be held on Gar- Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Spinks and Mrs.
■encement Day presentations.
ber 16.
honors.
celon Field and Mt. David in the morn- Zerby. The hosts are Professor and
The enlargement of the college
Part of the program will consist of
But the prize for creative genius
Thomas, Professor and Mrs.
lly brought the vogue of such the singing of German Christmas and the College Skate are only two ing: while Mt. David will hold the Mrs.
in the afternoon for the win- Crafts. Miss Fisher, and Professor
I
circles to an end. and by 191o songs, after which the group will par- minor elements in the varied program spotlight
aia, the Piaeria, and Luro- take of German refreshments. There which the Carnival Directors an- ter sports meet between Coach Win Walmsley.
I
in uia,
Durgin's two teams—-Bates and the
o
xphid. and the Bukulios had seen their will be a Christmas tree in the hall nounced tentatively this week.
Lewiston-Auburn Skovstiers.
of these helping to make the atmosphere truly
The football team at West Point goes
As last year, the program will begin
tea days. The
The unfamiliarity
_
Carnival Hop As Climax
through only one hour's practicing each
name, to the present student does not that of the Christmas season.
Thursday evening with a co-educaThe committee in charge of the pro- tional dinner similar to the one held
Of course Saturday evening is the day.
mean that the societies identified by
gram
and
of
the
refreshments
consists
"ie Barnes have become extinct, howlast week. In the evening a lecture Carnival Hop at which the queen U»8m*»<*mi->*rr many are the existing clubs of Eleanor Wilson '36. chairman. will be given probably in the Little awards the Inter-dorm meet prizes;
Connie
Redstone
'36,
Betty
Winston
i , sprang directly from the old
Theatre, but the speaker has not yet and the program comes to a quiet conclusion Sunday afternoon with an
states Mr. Gould: "It is impos- ^6 Mary Abramson '36. George Scouf- been announced.
1
Open House at Thorncrag.
s'.hle ii. give the origin of all the mod- fas •37 and Bob Harper '37.
COMPANY
Co-educational
Dinner
Already Winter Carnival seems to |
ern da is here, but the Spofford Club,
Whether the former traditional snow be shaping up in epic-approaching ■ PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
«» Sn-r'arlane Club, the Deutscber
baseball game or the football classic style, but Miss Milliken and Bailey • 95-99 Main St.,
Vetea, Phil Hellenic Club. 4-A Players.
AUBURN, ME. |
you can use the return coupon to
on snowshoes which, in its debut last even now promise that more still is
These special school and collage roil
"MMI. 11 Scientific Society, and others
travel home again or use it at close
being
planned.
«
winter, was such a success will be the
tickets, with their liberal extended re.ie expansion of club activity to
of school.
turn limits.are immensely populor with
Sunday afternoon. December 8, from feature Friday morning will make
'> ; esent day."
The ticket agent in your own town,
and a great saving to students and
Sinful and Worldly Amusements" 4 to 6, the Student Government held little difference so far as the interest
or any railroad passenger repreteachers. When you're ready to come
The most disputatious and protracted one of its delightful teas. The decora- is concerned. Both furnish humorous
sentative can give you full details
.
VV . V> L^JTY IX JV Pure Drugs and Medicines
back alter Christmas, buy one and
■ \i gle in Bates' social history pre- tions were quite appropriate for this and unexpected situations which are
regarding return limits, stop-over
save o third of the regular two-way
■ i. the final inception of dancing on Christmas season. Holly covered nap- well worth seeing. After the unorthoprivileges, prices, etc.
dox
athletic
contest,
a
hare
and
hound
fare.
When
Spring
Holidays
come.
PRESCRIPTIONS
A
SPECIALTY
'.- i anvpus. As early as the turn of kins and red carnations made festive chase on skis and snowshoes for both
The Sale Way Is the Railway
ntury we hear dissatisfied mur- the neatlv set tables. The powers were
men and women will be arranged^
Comer Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE
ffl'U- against the puritanical restric- Mrs Rowe Mrs. Thompson Mrs. SawAnother event, still unannounced, will
ASSOCIATED EASTERN RAILROADS
'i'lll- ,)ii "sinful and worldly amuse- yer and Mrs. Woodcock. The guests take place in the afternoon, and after
The establishment of the were Mrs. Harms. Mrs. Lawrance. and
ntnts
upon essentially democratic Mrs. MacDonald.
. The holiday atmosphere, the sou
THE BLUE LINE
Prim ales necessarily precluded the
Compliments of
cello music rendered by Ruth BowLEWISTON - RUMFORD - FARMINCTON
prev lence of "the more conventional
life
ditch
'38.
and
the
piano
solos
by
and sophisticated type of social
^Wii!llf8S. A. M.. L30 P. M.. 5:00 P.M.
in other colleges, and «i» Ruth Robinson '37. helped to increase
aa now. obviously feU into that feeling of friendliness between
^rM.0"^ A.M.. 1:20 P.M.. 4:60 P.M.
egory In 1908 we And a college the students and the faculty wives
LEWISTON
Mltor cautioning would-be sinners which these teas do so much to advance.
It
was
enjoyed
to
the
utmost
the insidious influence of danc..
'»! "without a fine sense of dignity. bv all.
lit w.-:; descend to the pace ot
key.' he exclaims in horrified

By James
,mber issue of the "Bates
l»:"eN'n' ■ui-s a graphic, selective
" jj: leSs remarkable account
,u of Bates society and its
eV0
> T u-tices since the found>f n'nuuion in the early 60's.
2^,compiled by Samuel B.
tfZ U nously but accurately
,ial from the contribu"olete documents, reminis»oW grads", and the musty
**," 0[ yt-sieryear.
:

Three Dual Meets, Two
Relay Contests, Are
Included

Regular Saturday Night
Dance Will Feature
Student Actors

■

GRAY PLANS
Twenty-seven MRS.CHRISTMAS
TEA
Varsity "Bs
Are Awarded
Football Men Gain 23;
Freshmen Get 27
Numerals

Outing Club
Makes Winter
Carnival Plans

Faculty Members
To Have Christmas
Party At Chase

Women's Locker
Building To Be Scene
Of Christmas Party

Wh en you come

mam*

back after
XMAS

MERRILL & WERRER

Student Government
Holds Tea At Rand

R\T/

(^1

At>l<r

Registered Druggist

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

B

't naming youth will assert itself
"e»in the most inhibitory of environ""■"K and "Prof. Rob" tells us of surJWtious fandangoes daringly held at
v society meetings had broken
"P.
1" May i!i20, the restricting lines beJjJ" I" slacken, and it became evident
181
<he faculty was weakening, for in
*,Co<itenip(irarv issue of the "Student"
^following appeared: "From all In"'<ati<,i,s it js evident that the faculty
">» favor,—but it is realized that the
gMfag of permission for college
JJJsg will cause wide-spread comr-JUji1"' some criticism."

Tea Dancers
PROLONG YOUR JOY

GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL

7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES

Advertisements today must contact buying
dollars - - not merely buying desires. They
must mingle with purchasers rather than just
people. They must meet orders not hoarders or circulation.

Agent. JOE BIERNAKI. "

The Nut Shop

Space buyers must peek into purses.
700 Bates college men and women subscribers have thousands of potential dollars at
their disposal each year.

CHOICE NUTS
AND

CANDY
RENTAL LIBRARY

Judkins Laundry

STOP IN WHEN DOWN TOWN

INC.

Cor. Park and Main Streets

193 MIDDLE STREET

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY

AT
CALL

THE FIRESIDE ROOM

4040

Make Reservations Early

FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

AGENT

RICHARD LOOMIS, '37

. L Tower Companies
165 Middle Street, Portland, Maine

Printers

-

Publishers

rect Mail Advertising

-

Mailing

At Bates, the STUDENT goes where the
dollars are
It sells when selling is
difficult.
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Winter Sports
Candidates To
Begin Training
Large Squad Reports To
Coach Durgin—Many
Are Freshmen
Thirty winter sports candidates reported to Coach Win Durgin last Mondav afternoon in the gym, and since
then have spent their time in doing
calisthenics for conditioning and working over the equipment to have it in
readiness for the first real snow fall.
This is a much larger squad than
that of last year, and a large percentage of them are freshmen. Of the
few left over from last year's team are
Fred Bailey '38, George Monn ;37.
James Ryan '37. Edward Fishman '38,
Thurston Long '37, Harold Bailey '36,
and Norman Taylor '37.
Lockwood Reports
Reporting last week were Arthur
Helsher '38. Robert Harper '37, Arnold
Kenseth '37, Edward Fishman '38,
Thurston Long '37, Ralph Goodwin '38,
Fred Bailey '38, Harold Bailey '36,
George Morin '37, Charles Alexander
'38, Howard Becker '38, Sherwood
Becker '38, Sherwood Ricker '39.
Joseph Fisher '39, Kenneth Snow '39,
James Foster '37, Edward Bridgham
"37, James Ryan '37. Jack Hayne '39,
Charles Lockwood '39, Robert Morris
'39, Dwight Wood '39, Norman Taylor
'37, Bruce Meserve '38, Robert Aldrich
'38. and William Metz '37.
Practice will be confined to crosscountry, Mt. David, and the jump in
back of Cheney House, though there
will be a chance for the men to use
the new ski trail constructed on the
side of Sabattus Mountain and to participate in the Winter Carnival.

ANNUAL BAZAAR
HELD AT CHASE
The annual Christmas Bazaar, held
yesterday afternoon in Chase Hall,
was one of the most successful of its
kind ever held at Bates. Delia Davis '36.
was chairman of the enterprise, while
her assistants included Connie Redstone '36, at the Baby Booth; Tony
Bates '36, hostess of Ye Candie
Shoppe, and Ruth Rowe '36, and Sue
Chandler '38, in charge of the Christmas Greens.
Carol Wade '36. Val Kimball '36,
and Kitty Thomas '37, were at the
Card and Gift Booths: Sunny Murphy
'36, was in charge of the Ornament
Booth, Sunny being the chief ornament; Marjorie Fairbanks '36, sold
cosmetics; Charlotte Corning '38, officiated at the Hankie Counter, Roberta
Smith had charge of the grab bag; and
Faculty women contributed foods for
a special booth which was supervised
by Mrs. Oliver F. Cutts

SPORTSSHOTS
By Bob Saunders
WEEKLY BOOST—To President Gray, for his stand on the Olympic
controversy and the best statement to date: "I do not like to see the Olympic
Committee used as a club with which to flay the present German government.
The faculty committee on athletics has been duly criticized during' the past few weeks for the suicide schedule they arranged for the
football team this past season. They might have been too optimistic
in scheduling three games instead of the usual two, which were generally highly successful in former years and were heartily approved
by both students and alumni, but beyond that we would absolve them
of all blame.
They had a choice of either cutting
the coaching expenses, the only item suming the debt proving impossible,
that could be cut, or of increasing we see as very necessary an honest
the income. They chose the latter. The attempt on the part of the student body
deficit, of course, was due to the ex- and alumni to realize the difficulty of
penses fur the athletic field improve- hairing athletics at Bates pay and to
ments which were voted by the Ath- lend all their efforts toward getting
letic Council, of whicli the committee more students and athletes for Bates.
is only a part. Yet the Council can A resulting rise in association dues and
hardly be blamed; there was a great more box office attracting athletes will
need for the improvements, there was help alleviate the situation.
money in reserve and prospects for
Football Laurels
large gale receipts in the future. The
depression pricked their bubble.
Barney Marcus and Wes Stoddard
gained positions on the "Portland
No Constructive Criticism
The whole essence of our first dis- Herald" all-state team, generally reccussion on this question was to have ognized as the official all-team. Wellthe college relieve the Athletic Asso- man and Taylor were recognized as
ciation of its debt to prevent further strong contenders. The local "Sun,"
slashing of the athletic program and however, gave Ted the nod over
make big game guarantees unneces- Doherty of Maine for end. The B. U. allsary. Such aid, we learned, is im- opponent team placed Keller in the
possible, and in the light of that fact first backfield, and Herb Pickering as
we deplore the attitude of the alutftni guard on the second string. The Interand students who turned so suddenly national News Service, in picking its
in their sentiments. Constructive crit- all-New England team, gave Dick Presicism would be advisable but we have ton honorable mention at center.
Taylor and Harold Cushman, the
failed to see any.
freshman guard, were both on the
Experience Counts
Some maintain that games with col- Boston South Shore all-scholastic team
in 1930. Dayt from Milton and
leges our size would bring in sufficient back
from Quincy. Others on the
revenue. The faculty committee knows Cushman
team were the Handrahan brothers at
letter. They have seen such games Dartmouth, Sullivan of Manhattan, and
lose money again and again. The B. U. Hoxie of Middlebury.
game here in 1934 lost money. The
game at Weston this year had an atCall to Arms
tendance of around 8,000. But Bates
Colby has thirty freshmen out for
has no such a situation. The Bowdoin basketball but not a word about havand Colby games in 1934 were also ing a varsity team. It was widely befinancial losses. Yet the faculty com lieved that they would put out a varmittee, men who have served Bates' sity team this year after re-introducathletics faithfully for years, some for ing a frosh team last year. Kenyon at
a quarter of a century, who have de- Maine had sixty answer his call for
voted time and energy to its service, iutra-mural basketball and expects to
aren't supposed to know the inside have 100 men taking part in the sport
slury—what will pay and what won't before long. Bowdoin is expected to
Need of Co-operation
again blossom out with some indeOur own criticism of the college as- pendent outfits.
WEEKLY KNOCK—To Bowdoin. for protesting American participation
in the Olympics, in which move it has been joined whole-heartedly by Wheaton,
Gustavus Adolphus, I.amburlh, \\ ellesley. Talladega, William Jewell, Mount
Holyokc. and Catawha. Yassar, Smith. Bryn Mawr, and Bliss College have
not yet been heard from.

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

THE COLLEGE STORE
IS FOR
BATES STUDENTS
Drop in between class**

Coach Spinks
Uses New Idea
In Basketball
Hopes To Get Insignia
For Stars—Frosh
Have Promise
During his period of leisure, created
and enforced by the serious ankle injury he received in tag football early
in the fall. Coach Buck Spinks has
never had his mind far from the col
lege athletic program.
As a result, the winter basketball
program will offer more opportunities
than ever before in the way of knowledge of the varied aspects of the sport.
No new subject is being added to the
school curriculum, but Coach Spinks
program may almost assume these proportions if the expected interest in
the new idea is forthcoming. It is
planned to do more with each class
team in the way of instruction and
team organization, so that the players
will not only receive the opportunity
for keen competition but will also gain
from a theoretical knowledge of basketball. Bearing in mind the emphasis
on basketball in Maine and near-by
state schools where some Bates men
may eventually become teacher-coachesCoach Spinks plans to give those interested an opportunity to really learn
the game. It is expected that with this
•work as a background, students after
graduation will be sufficiently trained
to do a creditable coaching assignment
in the sport.
Insignia May Be Awarded
Another possibility which Buck has
been considering is a new method
of suitably indicating the inter-class
league champions. Several years ago
the A. A. offered a trophy to be given
permanently to the team that won
three consecutive years. The class that
was then in the sophomore year, took
notice, won the first leg, and continued
to come out on top the next two seasons to take the cup out of competition.
Since then, verbal praise for supremacy
has had no official confirmation in the
DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring
Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toaited Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silox Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minute* from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

with football men on all the quintets.
will defend their crown minus Buzz
-_j Mac
abu. Dow,
Seedman anil
Dow, who
who didn t
return to college, Nevertheless they
have a powerful nucleus *«» Bob
Frost. Dick Preston, Larry Doyle.
Charlie Eggleton, Brud Monn and the
recuperating Burt Reed.
Freshman Have Nascent Ability
The other victim of the Maine game,
Eddie Curtin. one of the stars of the
league in past seasons, may see some
action but what team he plays on remains to be seen. If he lines up with
the Class of '37, he will be teamed with
Nick Pellicani, high scorer two seasons ago. Herb Hager, Bill Dunlevy
and Pete Duncan. Or on the other
hand, he may become a member of
the senior's team with Verdelle Clark,
a ranking scorer last winter, Joe Pignone. Ted Wellman. Mike Drobosky,
Vitto Zaremba and Jeff Enagonio.
Although there is not a wealth of
material in the junior outfit, rumor has
it that the freshmen will be strong,
fortified as they are with many grid
men. Jack Woodbury, South Portland
luminary. Fred Clough and Don Webster of Edward Little, Bill Crosby of
Naugatuck. Conn., Austin Briggs, subject of Herb Berry '33 at Hanover High
last year; Bobby Braddicks. Jim Reid,
and Alec Williamson are slated to be
some of the best bets for the yearlipgs.
Many others have signed up for the
sport for credit, and from them will
be selected the league teams. Coach
Spinks. a basketball player at Alabama
Polytech in his undergraduate days,
plans to have the games as last year
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
Ohio State University has inaugurated a new system of grading exams.
The student punches answers io questions on a score card, which is sent
through a machine. This device indicates the number of errors and shows
the total mark.
We can show you a varied
selection of

Morey NameslL
Juniors Leading
Two Plays Of >
Sophs In Class
Track Competition Football Se^
Third Year Men Ahead By Mentions Marcus' Ru
Three Points At End
N. Y. U., Morin To '
Of First Meet
Frost P ass
Scoring 7 points in the High Jump,
4 fn the Das^and 4 in the Relay, the
Junio" were leading the Sophomores
hv 3 points at the end of the first day
ofcomSition in the Annua. Christmas
Rpiavs on Monday.
In the 1 lap Relay after a close battle
be ween the first two men the Sophomores went into an undisputed lead
which Bucky Gore '37 tried desperately
t0

inhCe°Xsh, Captain Harry Keller
•3G nipped Win Keck '38 by inches u.
tne time of 4 4/5 seconds which is
good time for this early in the season^
The Freshman's lone victor was
Alec Williamson who cleared 5 feet
8 inches in the High Jump to nose
out Gene Connell '37 by a single inch.
The Summary:
1 Lap Relay-Won by 1938 (Keck.
Catlin. King. Howard): second 193,
(Danielson, Rowe, Rodgers, Gore),
third-1939 (Pierce. DuWors, Wallace.
Lythcott). Time 1 minute 20 1/5.
45 Yard Dash—1. Keller '36; 2. Keck
'38: 3. Gore '37; 4. Howard '38; 5. Danielson '37. Time 4 4/5 seconds.
High Jump —1. .Williamson '39:
2. Connell "37: 3. Robinson '37: 4. Case
'36: 5. Catlin '38. Height 5 feet 8
inches.
Score at the end of the First day.
1936—7
1937—15
1938—12
1939—8

Coach Morey rated two
as the best he had ..., ,, "^M
past season, along
-ne «,
touchdown play- i
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DuKEUNIYERSnJ
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, \.C.

Ten thousand students at a Los Angeles relief school are paid to go to
school—and docked if they cut classes.

Four termi* of eleven *e*ks arepiBi
each yemr. Thene may be taken a*
serutWely (graduation in three ntm
or three terms may be tak- r* nth jV
(graduation in four yearsi. The»
trance requirement* arc 'tiifllinai
character and at least t D yean 4
college work, including ihp flub*
specified for Grade A M'diral Sefcea.
Catalogue* and application fnmi u
be obtained from the !>ean.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

Watches always at the lowoi price
For Guaranteed (ioods

LUNCHEONETTE

PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS

PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED

Barnstone - Osgood

Telephone 3694

JEWELERS
LEWISTON, . MAINE

College and Sabattus Streets

Jewelry-Silverware
Novelties

AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

"Chilton Pens - All Nn Models"

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street

l.e»istonJt
SIGN

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

\Jun-curing Turkish leaf tobacco. The
tobacco is strung leaf by leaf and hung
on long racks like you see below.

/he aromatic Turkish tobaccos
used in Chesterfield give
them a more pleasing aroma
and taste...
Every year we import thousands of pounds
from Turkey and Greece
THE IMPORT DUTY alone is 35 cents a
pound—but Turkish tobacco is necessary to
a good cigarette.
The right amount of Turkish tobacco,
blended with our mild, ripe home-grown tJ
baccos helps to give Chesterfields more aroma, ■
helps to give them a more pleasing taste.

CHESTERF.ELD-A BLEND OF. MUD

!

RIPE HOME-GROWN AND AROMATIC TURKISH TOBACCOS

